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Abstract

Previous research demonstrated that while selectively attending to relevant aspects of the external 

world, the brain extracts pertinent information by aligning its neuronal oscillations to key time 

points of stimuli or their sampling by sensory organs. This alignment mechanism is termed 

oscillatory entrainment. We investigated the global, long-timescale dynamics of this mechanism in 

the primary auditory cortex of nonhuman primates, and hypothesized that lapses of entrainment 

would correspond to lapses of attention. By examining electrophysiological and behavioral 

measures we observed that besides the lack of entrainment by external stimuli, attentional lapses 

were characterized by high amplitude alpha oscillations, with alpha frequency structuring of 

neuronal ensemble and single unit operations. Strikingly, entrainment and alpha oscillation 

dominated periods were strongly anti-correlated and fluctuated rhythmically at an ultra-slow rate. 

Our results indicate that these two distinct brain states represent externally versus internally 

oriented computational resources engaged by large-scale task-positive and task-negative functional 

networks.

One of the most prominent features of the brain is that it is never in a steady state, its 

operations perpetually fluctuate on multiple spatial and temporal scales. Often, these 

fluctuations are temporally regular, spectrally confined, and can therefore be called 

oscillations. The most common types of neuronal oscillations occur on relatively small, sub-

second timescales, and reflect synchronous membrane potential fluctuations of a neuronal 

ensemble between depolarized and hyperpolarized sates, which maintains ideal excitability1. 
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Besides this thermostat like function, the brain also evolved to make use of its neuronal 

oscillations in a number of other ways, including temporal coordination of neuronal 

operations via dynamic functional connectivity2,3, phase-coding of spatial aspects of the 

environment4,5, and attentional selection6–8. While the sub-second timescale neuronal 

oscillations instrumenting these brain operations have been extensively studied and we have 

a reasonable amount of information on their dynamics and functional significance1, the 

neuronal underpinnings of long timescale fluctuations of brain states are not known, even 

though they are evident in neuroimaging studies9–11, electrophysiological data12–15, and 

human behavioral measures16–18.

In the present study, our main goal was to define global, long-timescale fluctuations of the 

neuronal dynamics underlying attention and its lapses in auditory cortex. We explored these 

multi-second dynamics during the performance of a selective intermodal attention task in the 

primary auditory cortex (A1) of non-human primates. Since the entrainment of neuronal 

oscillations by attended stimulus streams is well characterized in artificial and natural 

selective attention conditions, especially in primary sensory cortices7,19–21, we hypothesized 

that we could use entrainment as an electrophysiological marker of attention and its 

fluctuations, allowing us to compare neuronal dynamics during precisely demarcated periods 

of selective attention and its lapses. To achieve this, we estimated the strength of entrainment 

in short duration sliding timeframes throughout the performance of a continuous selective 

attention task. Using behavioral measures, we first verified that periods of entrainment 

versus a lack of entrainment correspond to periods of selective attention versus attentional 

lapses, respectively. Next we compared neuronal ensemble dynamics during these two 

distinct brain states, and found that attentional lapses, besides a lack of oscillatory 

entrainment by external stimuli, were also characterized by increased alpha frequency band 

oscillatory activity across all cortical layers. Importantly, we found that entrainment 

dominated vs. alpha dominated brain states fluctuated rhythmically in counterphase at a rate 

of approximately 0.06 Hz, independent of task structure, indicating that an internal 

mechanism is responsible for orchestrating global, long-timescale attentional dynamics. The 

analysis of neuronal ensemble and single neuron dynamics during entrainment vs. alpha 

oscillation governed brain states revealed strikingly different patterns of cross frequency 

coupling, single neuron activity, and interlaminar coherence, likely supporting distinct 

externally vs. internally oriented, or “task positive” vs. “task negative” brain operations.

RESULTS

For the present study, we analyzed neuroelectric data recorded in 36 A1 sites of 2 macaque 

monkeys (20 sites in subject KI and 16 in subject AB). Neuronal activity was recorded with 

linear array multielectrodes, which spanned all cortical layers. In all experiments, data were 

obtained via simultaneous left and right hemisphere A1 recordings targeting regions tuned to 

similar frequencies. To minimize the effects of volume conduction, and attempt to define 

local transmembrane currents, we calculated one dimensional current source density (CSD) 

from the field potentials22 and carried out our analyses on the CSD signals and multi- and 

single unit activity (MUA and SUA respectively).
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During recordings, subjects performed a selective intermodal attention task (Fig. 1a). In 

separate blocks, the monkeys either had to attend to a rhythmic stream of auditory tone 

beeps and detect deviant tones (targets) that differed in their frequency, while ignoring the 

simultaneously presented visual stimulus stream, or vice versa: they had to attend to 

rhythmically presented LED light flashes and detect deviant flashes (targets) that differed 

from standards either in color or intensity, while ignoring auditory stimuli. Subjects were 

instructed to attend to a given modality with the use of a cueing block that preceded selective 

attention trial blocks and consisted only of the to be attended to modality stimuli. During the 

presentation of the selective attention trial blocks (lasting 187–239 seconds and containing 

32 – 46 targets) 80% of targets were paired with a juice reward, which subjects could collect 

by sticking out their tongue. On 20% of targets, the juice reward was randomly omitted. 

These trials were used to monitor performance: a hit was detected if the subjects licked on 

the juiceless targets, while false alarm was defined as a behavioral response to deviants of 

the to be ignored modality. Hit and false alarm rates of the two subjects were significantly 

different in both attend auditory and attend visual trial blocks (Fig 1b), indicating that cueing 

had a strong effect on behavior.

Ensemble oscillatory characteristics of attention and its lapses

As we outlined in the Introduction, the first goal of our study was to generate a time-

resolved measure for the strength of entrainment, to determine whether it can be used to 

index attention. To do this, we first determined the cortical layers for each of our recording 

sites using CSD response profiles related to best frequency (BF) tones (Fig. 2a) and selected 

the supragranular channel with the largest amplitude sink (red blob in color map) for inter-

trial coherence (ITC) analyses, since previous studies pinpoint this laminar location as the 

site of strongest oscillatory entrainment7,20,23. Albeit BF tone related CSD profiles were 

used to determine laminar electrode locations, for our further analyses we selected artifact 

free recordings during which non-best frequency (non-BF) tones constituted the auditory 

stream, with frequencies at least 2 octaves different from the BF of the recording site (Fig. 

2a inset). The reason for this is that responses to non-BF tones are subthreshold in nature, 

without significant stimulus related MUA or CSD amplitude increases (evoked response), 

that could distort phase/ITC estimates20,24, which are used to index entrainment. Next, we 

extracted the phases of the supragranular delta oscillation that corresponded to the repetition 

rate of stimuli (auditory = 1.6 and visual = 1.8 Hz) at stimulus onset in 5 second windows 

and calculated ITC (Fig. 2b). The step size of the moving window was 1 second (resulting in 

a 1 Hz “sampling rate”). Significant ITC values related to either modality stimuli indicate 

that delta oscillations in a given time window are “locked” to or entrained by the stimuli, 

while non-significant ITC values signal that the phase of oscillations is random at the time 

stimuli are presented due to a lack of oscillatory entrainment (Fig. 2b).

As Figure 3a illustrates, the moving ITC measure fluctuates strongly, both when calculated 

for auditory (green trace) and for simultaneously presented visual stimuli (purple trace), 

independent of whether the monkey is cued to attend to auditory (upper) or to visual stimuli 

(lower). Based on the significance of auditory and visual related moving ITC, four 

“entrainment categories” can be distinguished: 1) significant auditory stimulus related delta 

ITC (ITCa) indicating auditory entrainment, 2) significant visual stimulus related delta ITC 
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(ITCv) signaling visual entrainment, 3) no significant ITC (noITC) and 4) significant ITC 

related to both streams (ITC both). As the boxplots in Figure 3b demonstrate, similar to 

behavior, cueing also had a significant effect on entrainment. In attend auditory trial blocks, 

auditory ITC periods occur significantly more often than any other entrainment categories, 

and likewise visual ITC dominates in attend visual trial blocks. The occurrence of periods 

marked by entrainment to the to be ignored (or un-cued) modality and no-entrainment did 

not differ significantly. Periods in which both auditory and visual ITC were significant (ITC 

both) occurred significantly less than any other entrainment category, and sometimes not at 

all in a trial block (Fig. 3a–b). In line with previous studies20,23, these results indicate that, at 

least in A1, entrainment is exclusive: only one stimulus stream entrains oscillations at any 

given time. Therefore, we excluded rare time-windows when ITC was significant for both 

stimulus streams from further analyses.

To verify our initial hypothesis that oscillatory entrainment – measured as significant ITC – 

can be used as an indicator of selective attention, we examined the distribution of hits and 

false alarms during the different entrainment categories. As the bar plots in Figure 3b 

illustrate, nearly all hits occurred during periods of entrainment to the cued modality (82.9% 

in attend auditory and 83.4% in attend visual trial blocks), while nearly all false alarms 

occurred during periods of entrainment to the un-cued modality (87.1% in attend auditory 

and 76.1% in attend visual trial blocks). This indicates that the “modality of entrainment” is 

indeed a good indicator for the modality the subjects are selectively attending to. Both 

entrainment and behavioral measures indicate that while cueing successfully biased the 

monkey’s attention towards the desired modality stimuli, at times, the subjects were 

switching their attention to the un-cued (to be ignored) modality. During periods of no 

entrainment, the monkeys had significantly less hits compared to entrainment to the cued, 

and significantly less false alarms compared to entrainment to the un-cued modality 

streams(Fig. 3b bar plots), indicative of attentional lapses.

Taken together, these results provide solid support for our hypothesis that oscillatory 

entrainment can be used to index the modality and strength of selective attention, and that 

differing entrainment patterns outline distinct brain states: one indicative of selective 

attention to the auditory stream (ITCa), one of selective attention to the visual stream 

(ITCv), and a third state of attentional lapse (noITC). In an attempt to reveal mechanistic 

information, we investigated how neuronal oscillatory dynamics differ across these three 

attentional states. We started by comparing supragranular auditory stimulus related ITC, and 

power spectra averaged across all layers (Fig. 3c). As expected, and as the upper row of time 

frequency and p-value plots in Figure 3c illustrate, auditory stimulus related ITC is greater at 

certain frequencies during auditory entrainment, independent of cueing context. One of these 

frequencies is delta, since significant delta ITC was used to define auditory entrainment. 

Other frequencies correspond to theta and gamma oscillations, which have been shown to be 

dominant in the spectrum of ongoing supragranular neuronal ensemble activity24. This is 

also not surprising since the phase reset of ongoing oscillations, indexed by ITC, is a 

prerequisite for entrainment, and prior studies have found that phase reset in the theta and 

gamma frequency bands accompanies delta reset and entrainment24. A two-way ANOVA 

carried out on ITC values averaged within the different frequency bands in the 20–100 ms 

post-stimulus time-frame verified these findings: while the effect of entrainment (ITCa, 
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ITCv or no-ITC) was significant for delta (F(2,210)=146.95, p=1.22×10−40), theta 

(F(2,210)=3.95, p=0.02) and gamma oscillations (F(2,210)=5.18, p=0.006), the effect of 

cueing (attend auditory vs. attend visual) was not significant in any of the frequency bands 

(Fdelta(1,210)=0.47, pdelta=0.49; Ftheta(1,210)=1.49, ptheta=0.22; ; Falpha(1,210)=0.47, 

palpha=0.49; Fbeta(1,210)=0.34, pbeta=0.56; Fgamma(1,210)=3.13, pgamma=0.07). There was 

no interaction of entrainment and cueing (Fdelta(2,210)=0.1, pdelta=0.90; Ftheta(2,210)=0.69, 

ptheta=0.5; Falpha(2,210)=0.1, palpha=0.9; Fbeta(2,210)=0.06, pbeta=0.93; Fgamma(2,210)=0.04, 

pgamma=0.96). These results verify and extend previous observations that selective attention 

to a given modality is indexed by the phase reset of oscillations in the delta, theta and 

gamma frequency bands, while ignoring stimuli (attention to a different modality) and 

attentional lapses are both characterized by a lack of phase reset.

Next, we compared oscillatory amplitudes and found that similar to ITC, cueing had no 

effect (two-way ANOVA, Fdelta(1,210)=0.22, pdelta=0.63; Ftheta(1,210)=0.13, ptheta=0.71; 

Falpha(1,210)=0.02, palpha=0.88; Fbeta(1,210)=0.0008, pbeta=0.97; Fgamma(1,210)=0.01, 

pgamma=0.9). These results suggest that the quality of the three distinct attentional states 

does not differ in the 2 different cueing contexts, cueing merely increases the length of one 

of these – attention to the cued modality stimuli (see above). As opposed to the effect of 

cueing, comparing amplitude values across the different frequency bands revealed that 

entrainment had a significant effect on amplitudes in the alpha, beta and gamma frequency 

bands (Falpha(2,210)=20.86, palpha= 6.6×−08; Fbeta(2,210)=10.95, pbeta=1.2×10−04; 

Fgamma(2,210)=11.73, pgamma=2.7×10−05). As the lower row of time frequency and p-value 

plots in Figure 3c illustrates, in contrast to ITC measures, there appear to be no amplitude 

differences between auditory (ITCa) vs. visual entrainment conditions (ITCv). Rather, alpha, 

beta and gamma amplitudes are greater during periods that lack entrainment (noITC). To 

estimate the laminar location of these amplitude differences, we aligned laminar spectral 

amplitude profiles across all experiments (see methods) and statistically compared amplitude 

differences during entrainment vs. no-entrainment periods (Fig. 3d). Since we found no 

effect of cueing on any spectral measures across the three different entrainment conditions 

(as described above), we merged the data recorded in attend auditory and attend visual trial 

blocks. We found that increased alpha-beta-gamma amplitudes during no entrainment time 

periods were widespread across the different cortical layers. Our layer specific amplitude 

maps also revealed an opposite sign change in delta amplitude at the frequency of auditory 

(ITCa vs. noITC) and visual stimulus repetition rate (ITCv vs. noITC), but only in the 

supragranular layers (Fig. 3d). This latter finding in the supragranular layers can be 

explained by the presence of greater delta energy at the frequency of entrainment20, 

therefore, in the following we will only focus on the alpha-beta-gamma effect.

Slow counterphase oscillatory dynamics

Our results thus far show that alpha amplitude across all cortical layers is increased during 

periods that lack entrainment to stimulus streams. Therefore, it is not surprising that by 

overlaying moving delta ITC and alpha amplitude, we find an opposite sign modulation (Fig. 

4a): whenever delta ITC is high, alpha amplitude is low and vice versa. What is surprising is 

that this counter-sign modulation appears to be rather rhythmic throughout the entire trial 

block, and that it seems slower than the rhythm of the task (defined as the average frequency 
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of target stimulus occurrence (0.16 Hz). To quantify these observations, we first calculated 

the spectra of moving delta ITC and alpha waveforms. As the examples in Figure 4b 

illustrate, both ITC and alpha spectra exhibit prominent peaks around 0.06 Hz, and the ITC 

spectra display a second peak around 0.15 Hz. This second peak was often absent from the 

moving alpha amplitude spectra. As the boxplots of the pooled data show (Fig. 4c), the 

prominent lower frequency peaks in moving ITC and alpha amplitude spectra were not 

significantly different from each other when pooled across all experiments (n=36, Wilcoxon 

signed rank, p=0.19), but both were significantly different from the task frequency ( n=36, 

Wilcoxon signed rank, pITC=3.64×10−07, palpha=3.99×10−07 ). The higher frequency peak 

detectable in the delta ITC spectrum was, on the other hand, not significantly different from 

the task frequency (n=36, Wilcoxon signed rank, p=0.072). These results indicate that the 

most prominent fluctuation of attention, indexed by opposing modulation of entrainment and 

alpha amplitude, is independent of the task structure.

To determine whether the time-courses of moving ITC and alpha amplitude waveforms are 

anti-correlated as their opposite sign modulation suggests, we measured the amount of bias 

in the distribution of their phase differences (coherence) at the frequency of the dominant 

peak in the alpha amplitude spectrum. We found significant coherence (Rayleigh p<0.05) of 

moving ITC and moving alpha amplitude waveforms in 33 out of 36 experiments. As the 

histogram in Figure 4d shows, mean phase differences (ITC vs. alpha) are significantly 

biased towards a half oscillatory cycle, which verifies the anti-correlated delta ITC–alpha 

amplitude relationship.

To test whether moving ITC and alpha reflect local or more global long timescale 

fluctuations of neuronal dynamics, we calculated the coherence of moving ITC and alpha 

amplitude waveforms in simultaneous left and right hemisphere recordings (Fig. 4e). We 

found that all but one paired recordings displayed coherent (Rayleigh p<0.05) inter-

hemispheric delta ITC and alpha amplitude fluctuations, with mean phase difference 

distributions significantly biased towards zero. This signals that both delta ITC and alpha 

amplitude are modulated synchronously across hemispheres, indicative of the involvement 

of large scale networks rather than local neuronal ensemble mechanisms in the orchestration 

of anti-correlated entrainment–alpha amplitude fluctuation.

Distinct delta-theta versus alpha-beta referenced operational modes

As Figure 3c shows, besides alpha, the amplitude of beta and gamma oscillations also 

increased during periods of attentional lapses, when delta oscillations were not entrained by 

any of the sensory stimulus streams. The observation of increased beta amplitudes during 

no-entrainment periods characterized by high amplitude alpha oscillatory activity is in line 

with previous findings indicating that alpha and beta oscillations are co-modulated in time 

and co-localized in space25–28, therefore seemingly supporting similar neuronal operations. 

However, the finding that gamma amplitude is also higher during periods characterized by 

increased alpha is surprising, since alpha is usually associated with suppression and gamma 

is typically an indicator of excitability. Hence, high alpha amplitudes should result in 

suppressed gamma frequency band neuronal activity, which is what prior studies have 

found29–31. This discrepancy led us to further investigate the gamma amplitude enhancement 
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that occurs during no-entrainment time periods. Since it is well documented that, rather than 

being continuous, gamma band neuronal activity occurs in bursts30, we decided to examine 

the properties of gamma bursting during entrainment (significant ITC) vs. no-entrainment 

(non-significant ITC) periods (Fig. 5). We first tested the peak frequency of gamma bursts in 

distinct cortical layers, and found no effect of entrainment across trial blocks (n=72, 

Wilcoxon signed rank, psupragranular=0.6, pgranular=0.38, pinfragranular=0.93). In contrast, we 

found a significant increase in the amplitude of gamma bursts during no-entrainment time 

periods in the granular layer (Fig. 5b). Additionally, we found that the rate at which gamma 

bursts occurred was significantly increased across all layers during no-entrainment time 

periods (Fig. 5c), which – together with the burst amplitude increase in the granular layer – 

could account for the gamma amplitude increase observed in the averaged laminar profiles 

(Fig. 3d).

The distinction between the amplitude and rate of gamma bursting is important since the 

gamma amplitude differences observed in the time-averaged data (Fig. 3d) do not have to be 

directly related to changes in gamma amplitude per se, but rather could be due to the re-

structuring of gamma bursts. Therefore, we examined whether increased gamma rates could 

be associated with changes in cross frequency coupling by measuring how the timing of 

gamma bursts correlates with the phase of neuronal ensemble activity at lower frequencies. 

Figure 5d shows averaged burst-CSD coherence spectra from the supragranular, granular 

and infragranular layers. Higher values indicate stronger gamma-burst – CSD coupling at a 

given frequency. We found stunning opposite sign differences in gamma burst–theta phase 

and gamma burst–alpha phase coupling. While during periods of entrainment, theta-gamma 

and to a lesser degree delta-gamma phase-amplitude coupling dominate, especially in the 

supragranular layers, during no-entrainment periods alpha-gamma coupling takes over in all 

cortical layers. Thus, phase amplitude coupling undergoes radical changes during switches 

between delta entrainment and high alpha dominated brain states.

Since gamma frequency neuronal activity and multiunit activity usually display correlated 

amplitude changes, we tested whether, similar to gamma, MUA is also increased during no-

entrainment time periods. We found that indeed, MUA of all cortical layers was significantly 

greater during no-entrainment periods (n=72, Wilcoxon signed rank, psupragranular=0.0264, 

pgranular=0.0043, pinfragranular=0.0019), which is again a counterintuitive finding in light of 

the commonly accepted suppressive role of alpha oscillatory activity. Therefore, we decided 

to further dissect the MUA amplitude effect by characterizing single unit firing properties 

during entrainment and no-entrainment periods.

Altogether, 1167 single units were isolated from the 36 A1 multielectrode recordings. Below 

the averaged spike waveform in Figure 6a, the histogram shows the distribution of spike 

durations as defined by peak-to-trough time, with three obvious peaks. Based on previous 

studies examining the detailed differences in spike waveform and spike train statistics32–35, 

the long and medium duration waveforms likely correspond predominantly to the spiking of 

putative excitatory neurons and inhibitory neurons respectively. While short duration 

waveforms (SDWs) are not often isolated, a recent study suggests that these might reflect 

afferent spiking activity35.We arbitrarily assigned parts of the distribution to these 

categories, acknowledging that there is likely considerable overlap between the groups with 
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different spike durations. Nevertheless, in line with the literature, median spike rates were 

significantly higher in the putative inhibitory neuron group compared to both other groups 

(ninhibitory=589, nexcitatory=490, nSDW=88, Wilcoxon rank sum, 

pinhibitory-excitatory=2.33×10−4, pinhibitory-SDW= 4.09×10−11). Figure 6b shows firing rates 

during entrainment (significant ITC) versus no-entrainment (non-significant ITC) periods for 

all neurons, and separately for the different putative cell types. We found that all neuronal 

groups displayed significantly increased firing rates during no-entrainment periods. This 

corroborates our MUA result and raises the question: similar to the case of gamma bursts, do 

increased firing rates reflect distinct spike-CSD coherence patterns? The pooled data 

displayed in Figure 6c indicates that this is indeed the case. If we consider all neurons, delta-

theta spike-CSD coherence is greater during entrainment, while alpha-beta spike-CSD 

coherence dominates no-entrainment periods. Whereas across different brain states delta-

theta-alpha effects dominate in putative excitatory neurons, alpha-beta spike-CSD coherence 

changes dominate in putative inhibitory interneurons. We found neither distinct spike-CSD 

coherence patterns nor any entrainment related changes in the case of SDWs. These results 

indicate that in general, the firing of A1 neurons is structured dominantly by delta-theta 

oscillatory activity during selective attention to rhythmic external stimuli, and to alpha-beta 

oscillatory activity during lapses of attention.

The repetitive combination technique used when calculating spike-CSD coherences enabled 

us to detect significant differences of spike-CSD coherence between entrainment and no-

entrainment periods for every single unit (see Methods). We found that 24% of all units 

displayed a significant delta-theta spike CSD coherence increase during entrainment, 25% 

displayed a significant alpha-beta spike CSD coherence increase during no-entrainment 

periods, and 9% displayed both (Fig. 6d). If spike-CSD coherence indicates how strongly a 

given neuron is integrated in synchronous neuronal ensemble operations orchestrated by 

neuronal oscillations, this result might mean that while certain neurons are recruited during 

attentive brain states, others are utilized more during attentional lapses, with a proportion 

being able to switch between operational modes.

Besides calculating “local” spike-CSD coherences, we can also calculate the laminar spike-

CSD profile of any single neuron, as shown in Figure 6e. These profiles reveal strikingly 

different coherence patterns during entrainment (top) vs. no-entrainment (bottom) periods, 

and not just in frequency, but also in cortical space. Therefore, we decided to investigate the 

laminar coherence patterns that characterize entrainment vs. no-entrainment brain states, 

since these likely reflect differing functional connectivity patterns that funnel the effect of 

neuronal spiking towards differing neuronal computations.

Figure 7a shows representative laminar coherence matrices displaying delta (on top) and 

alpha (on bottom) CSD coherence across all electrode pairs during periods of entrainment 

(significant ITC, left) vs. no-entrainment (non-significant ITC, right). It is apparent that, 

while the networks delineated by delta and alpha coherence patterns overlap, they also show 

distinct characteristics. Delta coherence is strongest within and across supra and 

infragranular sites, while alpha coherence highlights interconnected nodes within all cortical 

layers. The differences between entrainment and no-entrainment conditions might not be 

obvious from the coherence matrices, so we averaged coherence values along one spatial 
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dimension, creating a one-dimensional laminar coherence index (traces to the right of the 

coherence matrices in Fig. 7a). This index describes for each recording location (y axis), 

how strongly neuronal activity is coherent with neuronal activity at all other locations (x-

axis). As the representative example in Fig. 7a shows, there are significant counter-sign 

differences in delta and alpha cross-laminar coherence between entrainment and no-

entrainment brain states. While supragranular and infragranular delta coherence is increased 

during entrainment, alpha coherence across all layers is increased during no-entrainment 

periods. Interestingly, while in the majority of individual laminar coherence profiles, like in 

Figure 7a, delta coherence differences were not significant in the granular layer, the 

difference was significant in the pooled data (Fig. 7b). To summarize, while interlaminar 

functional delta coherence is stronger during attention to rhythmic stimulus streams, alpha 

coherence across cortical layers is stronger during lapses of attention, emphasizing differing 

interlaminar connectivity patterns specific to delta and alpha oscillations respectively, 

resulting in the distinct routing of information.

DISCUSSION

Our current study revealed that the entrainment of neuronal oscillations supporting the 

selection and attentive processing of rhythmic stimulus streams7,19–21 is far from stable 

during the performance of a continuous selective attention task. There are lapses of 

entrainment occurring at regular, 10–30 s time intervals, that correspond to lapses of 

attention and behavioral responding. While periods of oscillatory entrainment are 

characterized by delta-theta frequency patterning of gamma oscillatory activity (Fig. 5d) and 

neuronal firing (Fig. 6c), lapses of entrainment are characterized by the increased amplitude 

of alpha oscillations, and alpha frequency band patterning of high frequency neuronal 

ensemble (Fig. 5d) and single neuron activity (Fig 6c). Together with divergent variations in 

interlaminar cortical coherence between entrainment and no-entrainment brain states (Fig. 

7), these data outline two distinct operational modes of auditory cortical neuronal 

populations, that likely subserve distinct perceptual-cognitive functions. The counter-phase 

fluctuation of neuronal dynamics we detected in primary auditory cortex bares striking 

similarities to the counterphase fluctuation of resting state oscillations detected by 

neuroimaging studies10 and their correlation to alpha-beta frequency band EEG activity in 

humans36,37. We therefore propose that the distinct neuronal ensemble and single neuron 

dynamics described by our study reflect the linking of auditory cortex machinery to task 

positive (entrainment) vs. task negative (high alpha) large scale functional networks.

One of the most important findings of our current study is that the slow counterphase 

modulation of entrainment vs. no-entrainment periods is independent of the temporal 

structure of the task (Fig. 4c). This indicates that the slow fluctuations of neuronal dynamics 

observed in our study are orchestrated by internally timed mechanisms, which is why we 

argue that it can be linked to large scale functional networks detected in neuroimaging 

studies9–11. While anti-correlations in the fMRI signal have been proposed to be simply an 

artifactual consequence of global-signal regression38, our electrophysiological findings 

provide confirmation that counterphase modulations of the patterning of neuronal activity do 

occur in cortical neuronal ensembles on temporal scales that are comparable to the low-

frequency fluctuations identified by neuroimaging studies. Alternatively, as a recent study by 
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van den Brink et al.39 demonstrated, periods of “no entrainment” observed in our data could 

occur following behavioral errors. However, since the overall false alarm rate was low in our 

study (Fig 1b), and in some trial blocks false alarms did not occur at all, (Fig 3b), this 

explanation is unlikely. Nevertheless, the second, higher frequency peak in the moving ITC 

spectrum, which corresponds to the rate at which targets occurred (ITC2, Fig. 4b–c), might 

be due to a similar process that distracts from the current task and diminishes entrainment 

temporarily following target stimuli.

Despite our subjects’ poor behavioral performance during the no-entrainment, high alpha 

amplitude periods, our data challenge the notion that alpha oscillations merely reflect 

suppression, if, as customary, gamma oscillatory amplitudes and neuronal firing rates are 

taken as indicators of neuronal ensemble excitability, since we found that both of these 

increased during the high alpha amplitude brain state. This seems to indicate that in addition 

to controlling excitability, the main role of neuronal oscillations – including alpha – is to 

impose differing activity patterns on neuronal ensembles, a side effect of which might be 

impaired responding to stimuli. These contrasting activity patterns in turn likely promote 

distinct brain operations, like active sensing vs. internal information processing, and 

corresponding bottom up vs. top-down dominated information flow. Interestingly, Haegens 

and colleagues also found an overall firing rate increase during highest alpha amplitude 

periods in primary somatosensory cortex, but not in secondary somatosensory, or motor 

cortices40, indicating that primary cortices might differ in alpha related effects from other 

regions. Alternatively, since we have overwhelming evidence that the brain does utilize 

alpha oscillations to suppress cortical regions that are irrelevant for goal directed sensory 

processing (for a review see41), it is possible that this most commonly detected “suppressive 

alpha” is different from the “timing alpha” described by our study and the study of 

Saalmann and colleagues42. We speculate that the only reason functionally different alpha 

rhythms occupy the same frequency space is that they are both referenced to internal timing 

mechanisms (pacemaker neurons or microcircuits), and not to external stimuli or the pattern 

of their sampling like delta-theta oscillations. Womelsdorf and colleagues43 also suggested 

that there are at least two different types of alpha rhythms in sensory cortices: an 

infragranularly initiated suppressive alpha, and a pulvinar initiated alpha that is meant to 

enhance relevant information. They speculate that the cortical signature of this latter alpha 

operational mode should be widespread alpha–gamma cross frequency coupling involving 

all cortical layers, which is what our study found during periods when delta rhythms were 

not entrained by sensory stimuli. Our data provide strong support for the hypothesis that 

different brain states are characterized by distinct dynamic motifs43, that likely support 

differing effective connectivity patterns and thereby neuronal computations subserving the 

selection and integration of relevant information.

The finding that different neurons preferentially synchronize their firing to local neuronal 

ensemble oscillations either during entrainment or during periods dominated by alpha 

oscillations indicates that by changing the frequency of its neuronal ensemble oscillations, 

the brain might be able to engage distinct neuronal populations. We found that while there 

are neurons that preferentially fire on certain phases of local delta-theta neuronal ensemble 

oscillations during entrainment, others synchronize their firing to neuronal ensemble 

oscillations only during high alpha operational modes (Fig. 6d). This is likely due to the 
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different neurons’ or neuronal ensembles’ resonance properties determined by their cellular 

properties and/or connectivity patterns43,44. A relatively small portion (9%) of neurons we 

detected could synchronize their firing both to delta-theta and alpha-beta neuronal ensemble 

oscillations, possibly due to their less sharply tuned cellular-network resonance properties. 

We hypothesize that when neurons do not synchronize their firing to synchronous neuronal 

ensemble rhythms, the effect of their firing is diminished and they are excluded from 

neuronal computations due to the lack of “functional convergence” on their target neurons. 

Thus, even though they fire at the same or even higher rate during different brain states, their 

action potentials will not be taken into account for the currently relevant brain operation. 

While future modeling and single cell studies are needed to verify this scenario, our data 

provide strong support for the notion that by simply switching the frequency at which 

cortical neuronal ensembles oscillate, distinct neuronal groups can be recruited and 

effectively connected by distinct intra- and interlaminar oscillatory patterns.

In the introduction we attributed short timescale oscillations in neuronal ensembles as a 

means for maintaining an ideal excitability state while conserving energy1. Along this line of 

thought, what might the long timescale variations of neuronal ensemble dynamics uncovered 

by our study and numerous prior studies be meant to maintain? Based on our current results 

we propose that they maintain an ideal balance of delta-theta entrainment dominated 

external vs. alpha-beta dominated internal oriented information processing. If true, ultra-

slow resting state oscillations maintaining this perceptual-cognitive balance likely exist so 

that brain operations are not “captured” by the external or the internal environment for long 

periods of time. For example, the unavoidable “return” of the alpha dominated brain state 

during selective attention would allow for detaching from external stimulation, reevaluating 

current goals, and updating the cognitive context in which external stimuli are evaluated. In 

this theoretical framework, if this “detaching mechanism” overacts, the brain simply cannot 

connect to the external world, which might be the underlying cause of the lack of 

entrainment in Schizophrenia45. In fact, several recent neuroimaging studies provide 

evidence that the task negative default mode network is indeed overactive in Schizophrenia 

patients46,47, and that this is accompanied by increased alpha frequency band neuronal 

activity in the same regions48.

As we previously proposed49, the two hubs orchestrating externally (entrainment) vs. 

internally (high alpha) directed information processing dynamics could be core-matrix 

organized thalamic relay nuclei on one hand and the pulvinar on the other, with the thalamic 

reticular nucleus balancing their influence in counterphase. While this hypothesis needs to 

be tested, it is feasible to think that impairments at any node of this large scale 

thalamocortical system maintaining the perceptual-cognitive balance would lead to 

psychiatric and neurodevelopmental disorders, like schizophrenia and ADHD. Global 

dynamics of the moving ITC measure used in our study could provide a useful tool to aid 

diagnosis in these cases, and since moving ITC enables tracking attention practically in real-

time, it could also provide the basis for closed-loop biofeedback therapeutic techniques, or 

training of attention50. In addition, this measure might prove to be an extremely useful tool 

in assessing attention in subjects who cannot cooperate easily, like infants and autistic 

subjects.
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To summarize, we identified two distinct, counterphase fluctuating brain states in the 

auditory cortex of subjects performing a selective intermodal attention task. These brain 

states were characterized by distinct neuronal dynamics: one framed by oscillations adapting 

to the temporal structure of external events and one by alpha oscillations, providing an 

external linked versus internal linked temporal reference frame for the coordination of 

neuronal computations. The slow fluctuation of these two brain states likely reflects the 

counterphase modulation of task positive and task negative large scale networks, which we 

propose is meant to maintain an ideal perceptual-cognitive balance.

ONLINE METHODS

Subjects

In the present study, we analysed the electrophysiological data recorded during 36 

penetrations of area A1 of the auditory cortex in 2 female rhesus macaques (ages 7 and 11, 

weighing 5–7 kg), who had been prepared surgically for chronic awake recordings. Prior to 

surgery, each animal was adapted to a custom fitted primate chair and to the recording 

chamber. All procedures were approved in advance by the Animal Care and Use Committee 

of the Nathan Kline Institute.

Surgery

Preparation of subjects for chronic awake intracortical recording was performed using 

aseptic techniques under general anesthesia. The tissue overlying the calvarium was resected 

and appropriate portions of the cranium were removed. The neocortex and overlying dura 

were left intact. To provide access to the brain and to promote an orderly pattern of sampling 

across the surface of the auditory areas, plastic recording chambers (Crist Instrument Co.) 

were positioned normal to the cortical surface of the superior temporal plane for orthogonal 

penetration of area A1, as determined by pre-implant MRI. Together with socketed Plexiglas 

bars (to permit painless head restraint), they were secured to the skull with orthopedic 

screws and embedded in dental acrylic. A recovery time of six weeks was allowed before 

behavioral training and data collection began.

Electrophysiology

During the experiments, animals were monitored with infrared and/or low light cameras as 

they sat in a primate chair in a dark, isolated, electrically shielded, sound-attenuated 

chamber with head fixed in position. Neuroelectric activity was obtained using linear array 

multi-contact electrodes (23 contacts, 100 μm intercontact spacing, Plexon Inc.). The 

multielectrodes were inserted acutely through guide tube grid inserts, lowered through the 

dura into the brain, and positioned such that the electrode channels would span all layers of 

the cortex (Fig. 2a). Final position was determined by inspecting the laminar response 

profile to binaural broadband noise bursts. Neuroelectric signals were impedance matched 

with a pre-amplifier situated on the electrode (10x gain, bandpass dc-10 kHz), and after 

further amplification (500x) signals were recorded continuously with a 0.1 – 8000 Hz 

bandpass digitizer with a sampling rate of 20 kHz and precision of 16-bits using custom 

made software in Labview. The signal was divided into field potential (0.1–300Hz) and 

MUA (300–5000Hz) range by zero phase shift digital filtering (2nd order Butterworth filter). 
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MUA data was also rectified in order to improve the estimation of firing of the local 

neuronal ensemble51. One-dimensional current source density (CSD) profiles were 

calculated from the local field potential profiles using a three-point formula for the 

calculation of the second spatial derivative of voltage22,52. The advantage of CSD profiles is 

that they are not affected by volume conduction like the local field potentials, and they also 

provide a more direct index of the location, direction, and density of the net transmembrane 

current flow22,52. At the beginning of each experimental session, after refining the electrode 

position in the neocortex, we established the best frequency (BF) of the recording site using 

a “suprathreshold” method53,54. The method entails presentation of a stimulus train 

consisting of 100 pseudorandom order occurrences of a broadband noise burst and pure tone 

stimuli with frequencies ranging from 353.5 Hz to 32 kHz in half octave steps (duration: 100 

ms, r/f time: 5 ms, SOA = 624.5). Auditory stimuli were produced using Tucker Davis 

Technology’s System III coupled with MF-1 free field speakers.

Behavioral task and stimuli

We trained 2 monkeys to perform an intermodal selective attention oddball task, which 

required them to attend to and discriminate stimuli in one modality while ignoring stimuli in 

the other modality (Fig. 1). Auditory and visual stimulus streams were presented 

simultaneously with differing stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) so that visual and 

auditory stimuli did not have a constant temporal relationship. This was meant to eliminate 

any multisensory “binding” effects, and facilitate the segregation of the two different 

modality streams. Monkeys were cued to either detect frequency deviants occurring at 

random time intervals in the auditory stream, or to detect a color or intensity change in 

rhythmic LED flashes. The auditory stream consisted of pure tone beeps at 40 dB SPL (25 

ms duration, 5 ms rise/fall time) with a constant stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) of 624.5 

ms, equivalent to a 1.6 Hz repetition rate, while the visual stream had a 1.8 Hz repetition 

rate. The repetition rates were set so that they would correspond to the delta frequency range 

of ongoing neuronal activity. The frequency of the auditory standards was parametrically 

varied across blocks in half octave steps between 0.3–32 kHz, resulting in 14 different 

frequency tone streams. Trial blocks utilizing the different frequency tone streams were 

presented in random order. Frequency deviants (~ 4 semitones different from the standard) 

occurred in the stream of standard tones every 3–9 seconds randomly. As described above, 

during the course of an experiment, monkeys were presented with 14 different frequency 

tone streams in both “attend auditory” and “attend visual” trial blocks, with the purpose of 

estimating attention related changes in frequency tuning23. In the present study we only 

analyzed neuronal activity related to one of these streams for each attention condition. To 

avoid large amplitude event-related responses related to preferred frequency, or best 

frequency (BF) tones (Fig. 2a), that can influence both spectral phase and amplitude 

measures, we chose to analyze non-best frequency (non-BF) trial blocks in which the tone 

frequency was at least 2 octaves different from the best frequency24. The reason for this is 

that although entrainment occurs, responses to non-BF tones are subthreshold in nature, 

without significant stimulus related MUA or CSD amplitude increases (evoked response), 

that could distort phase/ITC estimates20,24. We verified that there were no evoked responses 

related to auditory stimuli by statistically comparing the analytic (Hilbert) amplitude of pre- 

(−150 - −50 ms) and post-stimulus (0 – 100 ms) CSD averaged across all channels 
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(Wilcoxon signed rank, number of auditory trials = 299–382, all p>0.05). Since we wanted 

to calculate continuous long timescale measures of oscillatory entrainment and dynamics, if 

movement or behavioral response related artifacts were obvious in the continuous recording 

or continuous spectrogram, we chose the trial block with the next closest frequency tone 

devoid of artifacts. We did originally consider including more non-BF trial blocks per 

experiment, however, we realized that a lot of these had movement artifacts that would have 

impacted our moving alpha/ITC measures, thus ultimately we decided to limit our analyses 

to the single “cleanest” recording per attention condition.

Training of subjects on the intermodal selective attention task began with the auditory 

paradigm, using a single stream of tones. To facilitate the monkey’s attention to the rhythmic 

stimulus streams, at the start of training, 0.25–1 ml juice rewards were delivered 

simultaneously with each deviant through a spout. The spout was positioned such that the 

monkeys had to stick out their tongue to get the juice. Licking was monitored using a simple 

contact detector circuit55; the output of which was continuously recorded with Labview 

together with the timing of standard and deviant tones for offline analyses. In this early 

phase of training, the frequency difference between the standard and deviant tones was one 

octave. After 2 sessions, the juice reward was omitted on every 10th deviant. If the monkeys 

licked on the deviants without a paired juice reward, this signaled that they were attending to 

the tones and actively discriminating the deviants. We then omitted the reward on 20% of the 

deviants, and gradually lowered the frequency difference to 2–4 semitones. After 10–20 

sessions on average, the monkeys’ performance became relatively stable: they were reliably 

licking on juiceless deviants before the next stimulus occurred in the train. At this time, we 

introduced the visual stream first in isolation, and after 2–3 sessions, when the monkeys 

reliably responded to visual deviants we started to overlap streams. Finally, we introduced 

cueing streams, the same stimulus sequences used in the overlapped, intermodal selective 

attention blocks, but presented in one modality only, to indicate the target modality for 

attention in the upcoming intermodal selective attention trial block. As determined by 

licking behavior on juiceless deviants (Fig. 1), one of the subjects performed this task 76% 

correct while the other monkey performed only 64% correct. Performance remained stable 

throughout the course of all experiments. Data collection and analysis were not performed 

blind to the conditions of the experiments. All experiments were performed during the day, 

between 8 AM and 5 PM.

Data analysis

Data were analysed offline using native and custom-written functions in Matlab 

(Mathworks, Natick, MA). After selective averaging of the CSD and MUA responses to the 

tones presented in the suprathreshold tonotopy paradigm, recording sites were functionally 

defined as belonging to A1 or belt auditory cortices based on the sharpness of frequency 

tuning, and the inspection of the tonotopic progression across adjacent sites53,56,57. In the 

present study, only recordings obtained from area A1 were analysed. At the end of each 

animal’s experimental participation, functional assignment of the recording sites was 

confirmed histologically.
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While we utilized the BF-tone related laminar CSD profiles to functionally identify cortical 

layers in area A1 (Fig. 2a), all further analyses were conducted on recordings during trial 

blocks consisting of non-BF tones (see above).

Continuous oscillatory amplitudes and phases were extracted by wavelet decomposition 

(Morlet wavelet, σ= 6). To characterize phase distributions across trials, the wavelet 

transformed single trial data were normalized (unit vectors), the trials were averaged, and the 

length (modulus) of the resulting vector was computed (e.g.23). The value of the mean 

resultant length, also called inter-trial coherence (ITC), ranges from 0 to 1 with higher 

values indicating that the observations (oscillatory phase at a given time-point across trials) 

are clustered more closely around the mean than lower values (phase distribution is biased). 

Significant deviation from uniform (random) phase distribution was tested with Rayleigh’s 

uniformity test.

To obtain an estimate of the strength of entrainment during an entire trial block, we 

calculated delta ITC at the frequency corresponding to the repetition rate of auditory (1.6 

Hz) and visual stimuli (1.8 Hz) in 5-second-long time windows (Figs. 2b and 3a). This 

yielded 8 (auditory) and 9 (visual) stimulus onsets and thus phase values per window. The 

choice for the length of the window for moving ITC and moving alpha amplitude analyses 

was the result of trying to achieve a balance between number of trials for ITC measure 

(greater number gives a better estimate), and keeping it shorter than the average inter-target 

interval (6 s), so that we could capture task structure related fluctuations in entrainment. To 

achieve a relatively good frequency resolution, in the <0.2 Hz frequency range we decided to 

use a 1 second stepping of the window, which resulted in a 4 s overlap. Using the Rayleigh 

statistic, we determined whether the ITC value for a given 5-second-long window was 

significant or not. This enabled us to sort trials into 4 different entrainment based categories: 

1) significant delta ITC related to auditory stimuli (ITCa), 2) significant delta ITC related to 

visual stimuli (ITCv), 3) lack of any significant ITC (noITC) or 4) ITC to both stimuli (ITC 

both). Since the latter category occurred very rarely (Fig. 3b), and not in all experiments, we 

did not analyze neuronal activity during these time windows. Moving alpha amplitudes were 

calculated in the same time-windows, and were averaged across all cortical layers (Fig. 4a).

Given the lack of evoked responses to non-BF auditory and visual stimuli that could result in 

spurious phase bias, if delta ITC is significant in any given 5 second window, this indicates 

that delta oscillations in that period were well aligned to the timing of stimuli (Fig. 2b). 

Because in theory, phase alignment can be incidental if the frequency of ongoing delta 

oscillation is similar to the repetition rate of stimuli, we also tested whether mean phases for 

significant ITC time-periods were biased. The rationale is that if phase alignment is 

incidental from time to time (resulting in occasional high ITC), this should yield a random 

mean phase distribution, while true entrainment should result in a biased phase distribution 

(i.e. similar mean phases for high ITC time periods). We found that the distributions of mean 

phases for significant ITC periods were significantly biased in all recordings analyzed 

(Rayleigh test, all p<0.05), for both the auditory and visual stimulus streams, indicating that 

significant ITC values indeed index oscillatory entrainment.
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To compensate for the varying numbers of trials across entrainment categories potentially 

biasing ITC measures58, we used a repetitive combination technique to calculate ITC: for 

each group of trials in each experiment, we randomly drew 50 from all available trials, 

calculated ITC, repeated this 100 times, and averaged the 100 ITC values (Fig. 3c). Burst-

CSD and spike-CSD coherence values were calculated the same way. This allowed us to 

statistically compare delta-theta vs. alpha-beta spike-CSD coherence between the groups of 

100 ITC spectra for entrainment vs. 100 ITC spectra for no entrainment time periods for 

each single unit individually (Wilcoxon signed rank, p<0.01; Fig. 6d.).

Laminar oscillatory amplitudes across different recordings were aligned by interpolating 

amplitude values across channels from the electrode on the top of the cortex to the electrode 

on the bottom of the cortex to a constant 500 data points. This allowed us to statistically 

compare layer specific amplitude changes between different entrainment conditions across 

all A1 recordings (Fig. 3d).

Gamma bursts were identified by first using a publicly available Matlab peak detection 

algorithm (peakfinder by Nathanael C. Yoder, matlab central), with default settings. Next we 

selected bursts that had a clear peak in not just time, but also in the gamma frequency range 

(30 – 55). This was done by omitting bursts which had their largest energy around the 

“edges” of the gamma band (either at 30 or 55 Hz), to avoid wide band, usually 1/f spectral 

composition artifacts that would also create a gamma peak in the time domain.

Single unit isolation and sorting was performed offline using the Plexon Offline Sorter. To 

avoid classifying the same units as different in attend auditory vs. attend visual trial blocks 

of the same experiment due to possible electrode movement between the times when the two 

blocks were recorded, we only utilized attend auditory trial blocks for single unit analyses. 

Spike detection threshold was set manually to 3.5 standard deviation of the 300–5000Hz 

bandpass filtered signal. Spikes were sorted using the K-means algorithm, and only neurons 

with a downward voltage deflection followed by an upward peak were included in the 

analyses (Fig. 6a).

Delta and alpha coherence between all electrode pairs that yielded the laminar coherence 

matrices in Figure 7 were calculated at 1.6 Hz and 11 Hz using standard techniques in 5-

second-long sliding windows, similar to moving delta ITC. This allowed us to test changes 

in cross-laminar coherence during periods of entrainment vs. no entrainment within each 

recording (Fig 7a).

Statistics

Statistical analyses were performed in Matlab. We used either two-sided non-parametric 

Wilcoxon rank sum tests or Wilcoxon signed rank tests to compare two groups of values. To 

determine whether a group of values was significantly different from 0, we used a two-sided 

t-test (Fig. 7b). For multiple groups, we used either a two-way ANOVA or a Kruskal-Wallis 

test followed by the multiple comparison test (multcompare), using Tukey’s honest 

significant criterion (Tukey’s test). Data distribution was assumed to be normal but this was 

not formally tested. Significant deviation from uniform (random) phase distribution was 

tested with Rayleigh’s uniformity test. No statistical methods were used to pre-determine 
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sample sizes; the number of animals was minimized to conform to ethical guidelines while 

keeping sample sizes similar to those reported in previous publications6–8,14,24,25,30,45,59,60. 

No animals or data points were excluded from the analyses.

Data availability

The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author 

upon request

A Supplementary Methods Checklist is available.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Intermodal selective attention paradigm
(a) All data presented were recorded while subjects were performing an intermodal selective 

attention task: they were cued to either detect deviant stimuli in the auditory (attend 

auditory) or the visual (attend visual) simultaneously presented stimulus sequences 

(streams). Visual and auditory stimuli were identical in the two different cue contexts. On 

80% of the deviants of the cued modality, a juice reward was presented and subjects had to 

stick out their tongue in order to get it. Performance was monitored by detecting licking on 

juiceless deviants (hit). If subjects were licking following a deviant in the un-cued, to be 

ignored modality, we considered this a false alarm. (b) Both subjects’ hit rates were 

significantly higher than their false alarm rates across experiments (nAB=16, 

pauditory=4.37×10−04, pvisual=4.37×10−04 for subject AB and nKI=20, pauditory=8.83×10−05, 

pvisual=8.82×10−05 for subject KI,, Wilcoxon signed rank). One of the subjects (KI) had a 

significantly higher hit rate (76% vs. 64%) than the other across both attend auditory and 

attend visual trial blocks ((nAB = 16, nKI = 20, Wilcoxon rank sum, pauditory=0.03, 

pvisual=0.02)). Mean false alarm rates were around 5% for both subjects, and did not differ 

significantly (nAB = 16, nKI = 20, Wilcoxon rank sum, pauditory=0.42, pvisual=0.49). Boxplots 

have lines at lower quartile, median, and upper quartile values, while whiskers show the 

extent of the data.
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Figure 2. Recording technique and inter-trial coherence (ITC)
(a) To the right of the schematic of the linear array multicontact electrode positioned in 

primary auditory cortex, the colormap shows a characteristic BF tone related laminar CSD 

response profile. Current sinks (net inward transmembrane current) are red and current 

sources (net outward transmembrane current) are blue. Laminar boundaries (horizontal 

lines) were determined based on functional criteria. The inset above is the tuning curve for 

the representative A1 site derived from MUA (black) and CSD (green) response amplitudes 

to a range of different frequency pure tones. The arrows denote the BF and a frequency 2 

octaves away, designated as non-BF. (b) An illustration of how our ITC measure, with a 

value range of 0 to 1, indexes the phase alignment to stimuli in a given sensory stream. All 

traces in this figure panel show single trials of supragranular CSD, filtered in the delta 

frequency band (1– 2.5 Hz). To the left, traces on the top depict 8 single trials aligned to the 

timing of auditory stimuli, occurring within a 5 second time window. In this particular 

window, delta phases at stimulus onset are heavily biased (clustered in the histogram), 

resulting in significant delta ITC (Rayleigh test, n = 8, p= 6.59×10−06), and indicating 

entrainment. The panel below shows 9 single trials during the same 5 second period, but 

aligned to visual stimulus onset. The histogram in this case signifies a random delta phase 

distribution with non-significant ITC (Rayleigh test, n= 9, p = 0.24). To the right, both the 

single trial traces and the delta phase distribution resulting in significant ITC (Rayleigh test, 

n = 9, p=2.5×10−05) indicate entrainment to visual stimuli. In contrast, delta band neuronal 

activity in the same time window is not aligned to the timing of auditory stimuli that form 

the simultaneously presented auditory stream, resulting in non-significant ITC (Rayleigh 

test, n = 8, p=0.49).
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Figure 3. Long timescale dynamics of oscillatory entrainment during a continuous selective 
intermodal attention task
(a) Moving delta ITC values from a representative supragranular electrode site. Green traces 

were calculated using the timing of non-BF tones, while purple traces were calculated using 

the timing of LED flashes in attend auditory (top) and attend visual (bottom) trial blocks. 

The black horizontal line denotes the level above which auditory moving ITC is significant. 

(b) On top, green and purple boxplots show the percentage of time windows with significant 

auditory (ITCa), and visual (ITCv) delta ITC respectively, during attend auditory (left) vs. 

attend visual (right) trial blocks across all experiments (n=36). Blue and gray boxplots show 

the percentage of time windows with no significant delta ITC related to any of the streams 

(noITC), and significant ITC related to both streams (ITCboth). Boxplots have lines at lower 

quartile, median, and upper quartile values, while whiskers show the extent of the data. 

Significant ITC indicating entrainment occurred significantly more related to cued modality 

streams (n=36, Tukey’s test, attend auditory: pITCa-ITCv=2.33×10−6, pITCa-noITC=3.67×10−6, 

pITCa-ITCboth=3.77×10−9, pITCv-noITC=0.99, pITCv-ITCboth=1.3×10−7, 

pnoITC-ITCboth=7.9×10−8; attend visual: pITCa-ITCv=1.51×10−6, pITCa-noITC=0.97, 

pITCa-ITCboth=5.18×10−7, pITCv-noITC=1.32×10−5, pITCv-ITCboth=3.77×10−9, 

pnoITC-ITCboth=4.89×10−8). On the bottom, bars denote the percentage of hits and false 

alarms during the same 4 time periods demarcated by differing ITC (ITCa, ITCv, noITC and 

ITCboth). Hits during periods of no entrainment (noITC) occurred significantly less than 

during entrainment by the cued modality stimuli (n=36, Wilcoxon signed rank, 

pattend_auditory=1.8×10−7, pattend_visual=1.4×10−7), and false alarms occurred significantly 

less than during entrainment by the to be ignored modality stimuli (pattend_auditory=7.8×10−4, 

pattend_visual=3.5×10−6). (c) Auditory non-BF stimulus related ITC (upper) and amplitude 
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(lower) time-frequency plots averaged across attend auditory (left) and attend visual (right) 

trial blocks during ITCa, ITCv, and noITC time-periods. To the right of the plots, traces 

show frequency specific p values (Wilcoxon signed rank, corrected) derived from 

statistically comparing ITC and amplitude values amongst ITCa-ITCv (light blue), ITCa-

noITC (gold) and ITCv-noITC (brown) time-periods. (d) Laminar profiles of frequency (x 

axis) specific, Bonferroni corrected p values derived from statistically comparing amplitudes 

between ITCa-noITC and ITCv-noITC time-periods across all experiments (n=36) and 

cueing conditions (n=36*2=72, Wilcoxon signed rank). The blue color represents p values 

above 0.01. Red stars on the color-maps denote p values below 0.001 indicating significantly 

larger amplitudes in ITCa or ITCv vs. noITC conditions, while blue stars indicate 

significantly larger amplitudes during noITC time periods.
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Figure 4. Slow counterphase fluctuation of delta oscillatory entrainment and alpha amplitude
(a) Low pass filtered supragranular moving ITC and cross-laminar alpha amplitude 

waveforms from a representative attend auditory (top) and attend visual (bottom) trial block 

(same blocks as in Fig. 3a). (b) Representative spectra of supragranular moving ITC and 

cross-laminar alpha amplitude from 2 experiments. Light and dark red arrows denote 

prominent peaks in the spectrum of moving ITC, while blue arrows denote prominent peaks 

in the spectrum of moving alpha amplitude signals. Histograms to the right display the 

distribution of ITC-alpha phase difference at the frequency of the alpha spectrogram peak 

throughout the trial blocks. (c) Boxplots show the frequency of moving alpha (blue) and 

moving ITC spectral peaks (light red for the lower and dark red for the higher frequency 

peak), and the task frequency (grey) from all trial blocks. The boxplots have lines at lower 

quartile, median, and upper quartile values, while whiskers show the extent of the data. (d) 

Histogram shows that ITC-alpha mean phase differences pooled across experiments are 

significantly biased (n=36, Rayleigh test, p value and mean phase are displayed in the 

figure). Grey color denotes mean phases of non-significantly biased phase distributions. (e) 

The distributions of ITC-ITC (top) and alpha-alpha (bottom) mean phase differences derived 

from concurrently recorded left and right hemisphere A1 neuronal ensemble activity indicate 

synchronous modulation across hemispheres (n=18, Rayleigh test, p values and mean phases 

are displayed in the figure).
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Figure 5. Entrainment correlated patterns of cross-frequency coupling
(a) Time frequency amplitude maps show gamma bursts averaged across all experiments 

during time periods of entrainment (significant ITC, left) and no entrainment(non-significant 

ITC, right) from the different cortical layers. (b) Gamma burst amplitudes pooled across all 

experiments and cueing conditions during significant ITC (red) and non-significant ITC 

(blue) time-periods only show a significant difference in the granular layer (n=72, Wilcoxon 

signed rank, p values are displayed in the figure). The boxplots have lines at lower quartile, 

median, and upper quartile values, while whiskers show the extent of the data. (c) The rate 

of gamma bursts in different layers during significant ITC (red) and non-significant ITC 

(blue) time-periods shows a significant difference across all layers (n=72, Wilcoxon signed 

rank, p values are displayed in the figure)). As in panel B, the boxplots have lines at lower 

quartile, median, and upper quartile values, while whiskers show the extent of the data. (d) 

Layer specific burst-CSD coherence spectra. Stars denote significant differences in the delta, 

theta, and alpha frequency ranges in significant ITC vs. non-significant ITC periods (n=72, 

Wilcoxon signed rank, supragranular: pdelta=0.0014, ptheta=8.1×10−12, palpha=5.5×10−5; 

granular: pdelta=0.03, ptheta=1.5×10−5, palpha=2.6×10−5; infragranular: pdelta=0.09, 

ptheta=2.9×10−5, palpha=2×10−6).
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Figure 6. Distinct brain state dependent patterns of single unit activity
(a) Spike waveform averaged across all single units (n=1167). Spike duration was measured 

as the time between the negative peak used to detect and align spikes, and the subsequent 

positive peak. Histogram below displays the distribution of spike durations. Putatively, short, 

medium, and long spike durations represent afferent spikes (SDW), and the firing of 

inhibitory and excitatory neurons respectively. (b) Pooled spike rates of all neurons (orange) 

and the different unit types during significant ITC and non-significant ITC time-periods. 

Stars denote significant firing rate increases during non-significant ITC periods (nall=1167, 

ninhibitory=589, nexcitatory=490, nSDW=88, Wilcoxon signed rank, pall=2.5×10−123, 

pexcitatory=4.9×10−55, pinhibitory=5.5×10−65, pSDW=8.1 x10−4). The boxplots have lines at 

lower quartile, median, and upper quartile values, while whiskers show the extent of the 

data. (c) Unit specific spike-CSD coherence spectra during significant ITC (red) vs. non-

significant ITC (blue) periods. Stars denote significant differences in the frequency ranges 

marked by shaded regions (nall=1167, ninhibitory=589, nexcitatory=490, nSDW=88, Wilcoxon 

signed rank, all: pdelta=1.5×10−6, ptheta=3.3×10−5, palpha=2.4×10−20, pbeta=9.2×10−5, 
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pgamma=0.72, phgamma=0.08; excitatory: pdelta=8.3×10−6, ptheta=9.3×10−4, palpha=1.1×10−7, 

pbeta=0.055, pgamma=0.33, phgamma=0.0197; inhibitory: pdelta=0.002, ptheta=0.015, 

palpha=1.9×10−13, pbeta=6.1×10−4, pgamma=0.062, phgamma=0.75; SDW: pdelta=0.45, 

ptheta=0.27, palpha=0.02, pbeta=0.27, pgamma=0.28, phgamma=0.71). (d) Top traces depict 

averaged spike-CSD coherence spectra of units with a significant delta-theta band spike-

CSD coherence increase during significant ITC periods. Below, spike-CSD coherence 

spectra of units with a significant alpha-beta spike-CSD coherence decrease during the same 

periods. Further below, spike-CSD coherence spectra of units that display entrainment 

correlated coherence changes in both frequency bands, and lastly units that show no 

significant coherence change. (e) Laminar spike-CSD coherence spectra of a putative 

inhibitory neuron from the infragranular layers (location marked by the star) during 

significant ITC (top) and non-significant ITC (bottom) time periods.
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Figure 7. Entrainment correlated changes in laminar delta and alpha coherence
(a) Laminar delta (top) and alpha (bottom) coherence matrices calculated during significant 

ITC (left) and non-significant ITC (right) time periods. Traces to the right show coherence 

values (R) averaged along one dimension, error bars depict mean +/− standard error. Stars 

denote significant differences between significant ITC (red) and no-ITC (blue) periods 

(nsig-ITC=137, nno-ITC=61, Wilcoxon rank sum, p<0.01). (b) Layer specific difference of 

delta (magenta) and alpha (light blue) coherence (R) between significant ITC and non-

significant ITC periods. The boxplots have lines at lower quartile, median, and upper 

quartile values, while whiskers show the extent of the data. The p values denote statistical 

significance for each distribution’s difference from 0, which would indicate no change 

(n=72, one sample t-test, df=71, tdelta-supragranular=4.49, tdelta-granular=3.18, 

tdelta-infragranular=3.91, talpha-supragranular=−3.25, talpha-granular=−3.97, talpha-infragranular=−2.71, 

p-values are displayed in the figure label).
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